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Parent Funded BYOD Program 2021  
(Updated November 2020) 

  
Leeming PS has run a parent funded bring-your-own–device (BYOD) program successfully for almost 15 years.  During 
that time, we have regularly reviewed the program and made changes where suitable to keep it at ‘best practice’ 
standards.  
 
In 2019 Apple introduced a new operating system for the iPads, introducing an array of new features that made them 
a genuine alternative to the MacBook Air.  We investigated this in 2019 but had concerns over bandwidth and data 
storage. 
 
Due to improvements in our provided software and significant changes in infrastructure at the school, students will now 
be able to save data using a secure Department of Education supplied cloud storage system called OneDrive.  
 
Last year we were limited to 10mbps bandwidth which made download speeds a school-wide issue even for basic 
video streaming, however with the school now being connected to the NBN accessing up to 100mbps, this has removed 
this final hurdle.   
 
At a school level all personnel, ICT support staff and educational curriculum advisors are agreed that 2021 is the time 
to move to iPad devices for our Year 4 students.  Macbooks will continue to be used by students in years 5 and 6 in 
2021 and 2022.  Year 5/6 students new to Leeming PS have the option to use a school owned Macbook or purchase 
their own Macbook, You will also find Macbook purchase options at the Winthrop Sales Portal 
 
Below is a list of Ipad specifications, essential extras and optional extras for iPad devices that can be purchased via 
the Winthrop Sales Portal or alternative supplier.  If you have purchased an ipad for your child (commencing year 4 in 
2021) and would like it imaged prior to the commencement of the 2021 school year, please email the office 
leeming.ps.office@education.wa.edu.au and we’ll arrange for our ICT team to contact you. 
 

MODEL 
Prices correct at time of 
writing. 

iPad (8th Generation) 
128gb $570 

IPad Air  (4th Generation)   
64gb   $806  or 
256gb $1018 

Other models 
available 

MacBook Air 
(for comparison 
only) 
$1599 

SPECIFICATIONS 10.2” Screen 
 
Storage 128gb 
 
A12 Bionic chip 
 (64-bit desktop-class 
architecture.) 
 
3gb Ram 
 
Up to 10 hours of 
battery life.  
 
8‑megapixel front 
camera,  
1080p HD Video 
 
Assorted embedded 
sensors 
 
 

10.9” Screen 
 
Storage 64gb/258gb 
 
A14 Bionic chip  
(64-bit desktop-class 
architecture.) 
 
4gb Ram 
 
Up to 10 hours of battery life.  
 
12‑megapixel front camera,  
1080p HD Video 
 
Assorted embedded sensors 
 
Note:  64gb is acceptable as 
students have cloud storage 
available.  

-iPad 128gb 
(7th Generation)  
 
-iPad Air 3rd 
Generation 256gb 
 
-iPad Pro series. 
 
Note: We cannot 
support 32gb 
models. 
 

13” Screen 
 
256gb storage 
 
Intel Core i7 
processor 
8gb Ram 
 
Up to 10 hours of 
battery life. 
 
720p Webcam 

https://sales.winaust.com.au/shop/leemingps
https://sales.winaust.com.au/shop/leemingps
mailto:leeming.ps.office@education.wa.edu.au
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ESSENTIAL EXTRAS 

Protective Case, 
Keyboard and  
Headphones 

 

Headphones can also 

be purchased via the 

booklist. 

Recommended products:  
 
STM DUX Shell Duo (Apple Smart Keyboard). The duo consists of a detachable smart keyboard 
that doubles as a protective screen shield, and a protective shell case for the iPad itself.  Smart 
keyboard technology is optimised for iPads and removes the need for charging or Bluetooth pairing.   
$272 
 
Logitech Rugged Folio (Apple Smart Keyboard). An Apple approved case and keyboard combo with 
Smart Keyboard technology. Smart keyboard technology is optimised for iPads and removes the 
need for charging or Bluetooth pairing.  $187 
 
Verbatim Urban Kids Headphones. Rugged headphones designed for children's heads and limited 
to 85db for safety.  $22 
 

Optional extras 

 

Please note that 

students will not be 

required to use the 

Apple pencil. 

AppleCare+, Protecsure Loss and Theft or Protecsure Comprehensive Insurance: These services 
help protect against unforeseen circumstances. It is recommended that you chose the plan that is 
right for you.   
$- Variable 
 
PanzerGlass Screen Protector this tempered glass film will protect from scratches and help mitigate 
impact damage to the screen.   
$38 
 
Microsoft Bluetooth Mouse 
$23.20 
 
Apple Pencil a precision stylus for accurate notetaking, art or creative work. Optional.  
$127 
 
Protective travel sleeve  
$ - Variable 

 
Advantages Lightweight form factor and keyboard/tablet modes increase portability and flexibility in the busy classroom 

environment and for students to and from school. Touch screens can be advantageous for those with 
accessibility or mobility issues. 
 
A consistent device from K-6 from the student's perspective. 
  
Greater Office365 and One-drive integration allows for easier cloud backups and smoother workflow across 
devices.   Cloud-based software will mitigate the Department Windows-PC/Student MacBook divide. 
 
Staff professional development will be more consistent in a vertically integrated digital ecosystem. 
 
Apple platform is more secure than Windows and optimised for device management enabling us to run school 
wide with limited support staff. 
 
Either device can be used for system wide testing such as NAPLAN which is moving to digital assessment. 
 
A wider array of sensors and better audio-visual allows for more flexible options and extended usage 
scenarios (Better microphone and camera than MacBook. QR codes, accelerometer, magnetometer, light 
sensors etc. for Science and STEM curriculum use)  
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FAQ’s  

Which products are right for me and how do I get them? 
Leeming is continuing its successful partnership with Winthrop Australia that will help facilitate purchases and provide 
local, consistent support for repairs and care plans.  
 
Parents are welcome to buy from other sources but we recommend that you read the device guidelines carefully as 
we cannot offer support to alternative tablets, older devices, or devices with limited storage and this may affect your 
student’s ability to participate. Similarly, peripherals such as protective cases, keyboards and mouse will be 
recommended, and we cannot vouch for products sourced elsewhere.  
 
Would all students have to buy an iPad?  
No, this will be rolled out over the next three years by introducing them to the Year 4 classes as part of the BYOD 
program, current year 4, 5 & 6 students with laptops will not be affected.   
  
Isn’t it true that iPads are more set up for gaming and viewing?  
The addition of the keyboard, educational apps and office program enable all ‘work’ functions to be 
undertaken.  Recent IOS (Apple operating system) updates have introduced access to more traditional desktop 
interactions like running multiple applications, mouse support, folder management and office suite integration 
ensuring that computer literacy standards will be fully addressed.  
  
Won’t students just load the iPad with games?  
These iPads will be configured for education purposes in a similar way to our current laptops, including the signed 
student agreement for acceptable use.  
 

Educational applications will be managed by the school using app management software separate from the Apple 
store. With the support of their parents, students may still manage and add their own apps just like the current laptop 
system.  If these apps take up too much space or interfere with the educational priorities, they will be asked to 
remove them.  As with our laptops, parental control settings are available, and can be set to monitor or limit activity 
outside of school hours at your discretion.  
 

The school can limit or block some apps on school networks if deemed necessary and has a standard server-level 
firewall managed by the Department of Education.  
 
How will students use iPads to develop their learning?  
The iPads will be used to practice digital literacies and to complete classwork- create documents and multimedia, 
access educational apps, work collaboratively with other students and research on the internet.  
 

With this advantage we can enable students to meet and exceed achievement standards for digital technologies, 
providing them with valuable skills for future learning.  
 
 

How does this fit with the Junior Primary iPads program?  
The school cannot afford to purchase iPads/devices for every student in the school. It is currently structured so that 
the school funds the purchase of shared iPads for Junior primary use. Having the parents being a part of the BYOD 
program enables students in years 4-6 to have a 1:1 device as they begin to work independently.  


